9:45 AM EST
Opening Ceremonies
9:45 AM - 10:00 AM, YouTube
Good morning, afternoon, and night! We start off the third year of SAHCon with a morning chat
and introduction to the day's events and activities!
Hosted by: SAHCon Staff

10:00 AM EST
♫♫♫
10:00 AM - 11:00 AM, YouTube
We kick off the day by waking you up with some morning tunes; fresh and new Homestuck
inspired music uniquely compiled, and made, for this very con!
Hosted by: Cro

Fanventure Creation 101
10:00 AM - 11:30 AM, Twitch
The basics of making a fanventure and working with a team. Q&A to be featured at the end!
Hosted by: Tsuyo, Coffee, Baqly, Moon, Siszee

11:00 AM EST
Constitutional: World Building and Political Systems
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM, Discord
So you've created a world, but have no idea who's in charge...or how. No worries! In
Constitutional, I'll be offering advice on how to create interesting ruling systems and setups.
CW: Discussion of political systems.
Hosted by: CD

11:30 AM EST
Writing for Fan Games
11:30 AM - 12:30 PM, Discord

Are you interested in writing for fan games? Curious about the process involved in developing
plot, characters, and dialogue? Join Bucky Grant (New Game Plus, Midnight City), Eromancery
(Befriendus, Friendsim 2, Midnight City), Robin Rye (Befriendus, DistantQuest), and Jonaya
Riley (New Game Plus, Friendsim 2) as they answer audience questions about writing,
character development, and more!
Hosted by: Jonaya Riley, Robin Rye, Bucky Grant, Eromancery

12:00 PM EST
How to Make a Homestuck Podcast
12:00 PM - 1:00 PM, Twitch
Have you wanted to start your own podcast? Particularly a podcast about Homestuck? Join the
cohosts of A Homestuck Podcast as they give they absolute tell-all on how YOU can start your
own Homestuck Podcast and what you can expect in the journey along the way. (Your results
may vary.)
CW: Possible brief discussion of covid-19, the black lives matter protests, and the 2020 election.
Hosted by: John (SansmaedaSerket), Aidan (Shrubstep)

1:00 PM EST
How to Play Pestercord
1:00 PM - 2:30 PM, YouTube
In this panel, Camyosh, Peach-n-key, and DocZane will be giving a tutorial on how to set-up and
play Pestercord, a Discord bot companion to the game Tablestuck, that is used to simulate
Sburb and has a deep Alchemy system that allows for over 33 trillion possible unique items.
After the panel, you can use what you learned to play with the bot on a server we will be running
alongside Sahcon!
Hosted by: Camyosh, Peach-n-key, DocZane

>Adventure Through Paradox Space [S]pecial Episode- Paradox Parabola
1:00 PM - 2:30 PM, Discord
EA has their First LIVE show, LIVE at SAHcon. Here to talk about the Paradox Space Comics
with Poinko and Mary Borsellino. here to tell you about the work they contributed and get
interviewed by EA about each comic they worked on. Brought to you by the >Adventure
Through Paradox Space Podcast.
CW: Guest stars swearing, Hot takes, The John Egbert.
Hosted by: Epic_Assembler, Poinko (Phil Gibson), sharpestrose (Mary Borsellino)

2:30 PM EST
Voices of Voxus
2:30 PM - 4:30 PM, Twitch

Come hang out with the creators of Let's Read Homestuck. Editing shenangans, Q&As, silly
voices, and possibly more!
Hosted by: Voxus

Beyond Karkalicious: parodies nuts
2:30 PM - 3:30 PM, YouTube
Come share another fresh audio tour of the first half of the last decade of vocal Homestuck
fansongs and parodies, featuring silly nostalgic hits and new-to-you underrated gems! This
listen party is a positive celebration of the creative hurricane that was Peak Homestuck Fandom
before and after Broadwaystuck, one decade on from the splash that inspired hundreds of fans
to take to their mics! Warning: repeated exposure to silly Homestuck parody songs may result in
an irresistible urge to create or cover one yourself!
CW: Songs in the larger collection contain canon-typical disturbing themes and slurs that will be warned
for in advance.
Hosted by: teacups

Will it Homestuck Live: Fandomstuck! (18+)
2:30 PM - 4:00 PM, Twitch
Remember Fandomstuck? Revisit 2013 with us and hear our thoughts as old and new fans,
then get down and dirty with us as we give all those classic fandoms a class and aspect. Will it
Homestuck? We're sure going to try!
CW: We'll be talking about 2012-2014 fandoms, so a general warning for anything related to Tumblr in
that era. While we won't be explicitly discussing Axis Powers: Hetalia, we'll have to mention it and why we
aren't classpecting Hetalia.
Hosted by: Bucky Grant, Jonaya Riley, Kansas

3:30 PM EST
Hackbent: Reinstalled
3:30 PM - 4:30 PM, YouTube
Hackbent's new team talk about the experience of working on a comic that they started as fans
of with a QnA for fans to interact with throughout the panel.
CW: Flashing/Glitchy imagery, talking about mind control.
Hosted by: Levi, Sul

4:00 PM EST
Game Dev's Survival Guide
4:00 PM - 5:00 PM, YouTube
Did you know making games is accessible now more than ever? Here's what I've learned and
what you should know about starting a journey towards game development.
Hosted by: Uber the Meh

4:30 PM EST
Would You Rather? Stuck
4:30 PM - 6:00 PM, Twitch
Bringing it back from last year, Would You Rather? Stuck makes an appearance once again!
Join the audience as the panelists answer your questions in a game of choice: Would they
rather kill Doc Scratch, or save Nepeta? Never cosplay Homestuck again, or have to only
cosplay Homestuck? Would they rather be a ghost or be a sprite?
Hosted by: Cro, Jojo “Funk” McLovin, Raiden

One Year of DistantQuest! Q&A
4:30 PM - 5:30 PM, Twitch
After one year of Distantquest and at the gates of our final installment, we open the gates once
more to answer questions and interact, is a full Q&A with the entire team. So feel free to ask any
questions and participate as we revisit a lot of events of this crazy development year.
Hosted by: Distantquest Dev Crew

5:00 PM EST
Don't Skip the Intermission: Why you should be a Member of the Midnight Crew
5:00 PM - 6:00 PM, Twitch
You may have heard of the Homestuck Fandom, but have you heard of it's little sibling, the
Intermission Fandom? Come learn why so many people still love this noir sidestory years after
any content, and its history. Also a Public Drawpile during the panel!
CW: Blood, Violence, mature themes usually attached to the Noir genre.
Hosted by: Birchmere

5:30 PM EST
Karkat goes to a "Karkat goes to a Convention" Convention Panel
5:30 PM - 6:30 PM, YouTube
A panel for Karkat goes to a Convention, featuring Q&A's along with general discussion of
MSPFA as a whole.
CW: Blood I guess. About the same or less than regular Homestuck. Actually, a lot less since it's just
going to be in the beginning flash premiere.
Hosted by: Cole

6:00 PM EST
I Missed the Boat: Getting into Homestuck late
6:00 PM - 7:00 PM, Twitch
Rev had heard about homestuck from friends but being dyslexic the chat logs were definitely a
no go. It wasn't until he made the ill thought out promise to read one page per $25 donated to

the Pediatric Cancer Research Foundation 2 years ago that he would find himself reading the
whole thing. In the end he found out that the real Homestuck was the friends he made along the
way.
Hosted by: RevScarecrow

Aroace Homestucks Present: How I Learned To Stop Worrying and Discuss Quadrants
6:00 PM - 7:00 PM, YouTube
Have you ever had any Opinions about Homestuck and its fandom's treatment and
interpretation of quadrants as an aroace spec person? Or wanted to hear an aroace spec read
on one of the fandom's most distinctive shipping dynamics? Come by and listen to some aroace
spectrum folk voicing their opinions on Homestuck's (in)famous romantic quadrants!
Hosted by: Gal (with various guests!)

6:30 PM EST
SAHCON SMASH ULTIMATE TOURNAMENT SHOW
6:30 PM - 8:00 PM, YouTube
A smash tournament at SAHcon. A single-elimination bracket full of SAHcon-goers vying for the
most prestigious prize of all: Being able to say you won a Smash Tournament at SAHcon.
Hosted by: Jojo “Funk” McLovin

7:00 PM EST
Voice Acting For Homestuck in 2021
7:00 PM - 8:00 PM, Twitch
Chat with Casey Mongillo and Kira Buckland about voice acting, Kira's Homestuck past and
Casey's recent descent into Homestuck madness, and more! Casey will also try Faygo for the
first time LIVE on camera!
Hosted by: Casey Mongillo, Kira Buckland

Ask a Stop Motion Animator! :^)
7:00 PM - 8:00 PM, Twitch
Do you remember those stop motion/claymation parts of Homestuck reanimated projects? The
artist of those animations, Ebenrosetaylor, is hosting a live Q&A session with viewers about his
process making them, the props he uses, and the process of animating them. If you don't have
any questions, you could always request to have him pose these puppets in different ways!
Hosted by: Eben Taylor

8:00 PM EST
Time's Apprentice: An Ancestor Musical (18+)
8:00 PM - 10:00 PM, YouTube

From the creators who brought you Broadwaystuck 2019/2020, join us for Time's Apprentice, a
full-length original musical based on the Homestuck ancestors. The only Homestuck musical to
be enjoyed by actual Broadway composers, Time's Apprentice follows Mara, the apprentice to
the God of Time, as she builds up and tears down important people at the time god's whim.
Experience the stories of the Signless, Mindfang, the Dolorosa, and more, all through song.
CW: Sexual assault, abuse (incl. child abuse), slavery, violence, death, use of firearms.
Hosted by: articulatelyComposed

Disabilitystuck: Disabled representation in canon
8:00 PM - 9:00 PM, Twitch
A open discussion on the ableism and treatment of disabled characters in Homestuck.
CW: Discussion of Ableism, racism, problematic subjects within Homestuck , mental health, drug abuse,
and many traumatic events the characters within Homestuck experience.
Hosted by: Wander, Kierre, Midnight

9:00 PM EST
Old Person (James Roach) Gets Distracted For Roughly One Hour
9:00 PM - 10:00 PM, Twitch
I'll be working on music and doing a Q & A about the process while on stream. Yes, it will be
exactly as exciting as it sounds.
Hosted by: James Roach

Act Omega + SleepySouls
9:00 PM - 10:30 PM, YouTube
For the third and (potentially final) year, the creators of Act Omega and the voice actors of
Sleepy Souls get together to show off their work. We'll be premiering the fifth episode of Let's
Read Act Omega, and doing a live reading of the most recent Act Omega update!
Hosted by: Joyfulldreams, CyberSoulGem

10:00 PM EST
Creating Hiveswap Dancestors
10:00 PM - 11:00 PM, YouTube
Alien invites you to collaborate with him and create hypothetical dancestors for the Hiveswap
Friendsim trolls! He’ll take chat suggestions to hopefully end the stream with a new cast of
colourful characters based on familiar faces.
Hosted by: Alienoid

Time's Apprentice Cast & Crew Talkback
10:00 PM - 10:30 PM, YouTube
Join the cast and crew of Time’s Apprentice for a live talkback after the show as they answer
your questions and give their thoughts on the production!
Hosted by: articulatelyComposed

10:30 PM EST
Troll Biology 101
10:30 PM - 12:00 AM, YouTube
You've all seen Homestuck's trolls, but have you ever wondered how they WORK? How do they
reproduce? What's their skin made of? And most importantly... Do they have NOSES? All this
and more are answered in TROLL BIOLOGY 101!
CW: Biology, descriptions of reproduction in a classroom setting
Hosted by: Jojo “Funk” McLovin

11:00 PM EST
SAHCON RAVE
11:00 PM - 12:00 AM, Discord
A rave hosted by ANTICORE2K! Dubstep, Riddim, Drum N' Bass, and all betwixt! Hosted in the
SAHCon Discord!
Hosted by: ANTICORE2K!

12:00 AM EST
Closing Ceremonies
12:00 AM - 12:15 AM, YouTube
Time to wrap things up for the year!
Hosted by: SAHCon Staff

